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3 Even so, a litigated order could be beneficial for
several reasons. First, in case of future similar
violations by JWT, a litigated order clearly could be
used as evidence of prior law violations. Second,
while there is no guarantee that the Commission
would obtain broader product coverage in litigation
than is contained in this consent order, it seems
unlikely that the Commission would do any worse,
and the potential gain is great, both in terms of
having JWT under a broader order and in terms of
precedential value for other cases. Third, a litigated
opinion might resolve some of the uncertainties
concerning the precedential value of prior consent
orders.

4 On the other hand, the potential burden of a
broad order is partially mitigated by the fact that,
as an ad agency, JWT’s order contains a safe harbor
insulating it from liability unless it knows or should
know that the survey or test did not prove,
demonstrate, or confirm the representation. In
addition, it is not unusual for orders covering
establishment claims to have broad product
coverage because the type of claim covered—the
results or validity of tests or surveys—is fairly
discrete.

1 J. Walter Thompson Co., 97 F.T.C. 323 (1981);
(dental cleaning device); J. Walter Thompson Co.,
94 F.T.C. 331 (1979) (dishwashers); J. Walter
Thompson Co., 84 F.T.C. 736 (1974) (automobiles).
Assuming the allegations in this and the previous
cases to be true, we would have to conclude that
J. Walter Thompson has had difficulty
comprehending that the conduct alleged is conduct
about which the Commission is concerned.

1 Copies of the Complaint and the Decision and
Order are available from the Commission’s Public
Reference Branch, H–130, 6th Street & Pennsylvania
Avenue NW., Washington, DC 20580.

categories (surveys of professionals, major
home appliances, and automobiles).

The final element is the respondent’s
history of past violations. The question of
whether consent orders may be used as
evidence of past violations is at best
unsettled. Compare ITT Continental Baking
Co. v. FTC, 521 F.2d 207, 222 n.23 (2d Cir.
1976) (because consent orders do not
constitute an admission that the respondent
has violated the law, the Commission may
not rely on consent orders as evidence of
additional illegal conduct when formulating
cease and desist orders in other proceedings)
with Thompson Medical Co., 104 F.T.C. 648,
833 n.78 (1984), aff’d, 791 F.2d 189 (D.C. Cir.
1986), cert. denied, 479 U.S. 1086 (1987)
(while stating that a single consent order
would not be used as a basis for concluding
that the respondent has a history of past
violations, the Commission expressly took no
position on whether a pattern of consent
orders would be a sufficient history of past
violations to warrant fencing-in). Regardless
of whether the prior consent orders may be
considered evidence of past violations, they
show that JWT was aware of the
Commission’s concern about this type of
claim and of the requirements of the law with
respect to claims involving surveys and tests.

Despite these concerns, for several reasons
we believe that accepting the order as
negotiated appears to be appropriate. For
example, we understand that JWT has made
clear it would litigate if the Commission
attempted to obtain broader coverage;
litigation inevitably presents resource
allocation questions.3 In addition, broad
product coverage obviously weighs more
heavily on an ad agency such as JWT that
handles accounts for a divers assortment of
products and services, than on a
manufacturer or advertiser offering a limited
range of products.4 We write only to point
out that in light of all the circumstances of
this case, broad product coverage in Part II
could have been justified as reasonably
related to the violations alleged.

Statement of Commissioner Mary L.
Azcuenaga Concurring in Part and
Dissenting in Part

J. Walter Thompson USA, Inc., File No. 942–
3294

I dissent from Part II of the proposed
consent order because the product coverage
is too narrow. Part II would prohibit J. Walter
Thompson from making deceptive
establishment claims for any weight loss or
weight control program, weight loss product,
health or fitness program, exercise
equipment, or diet-related food. Although the
product coverage in this provision does go
beyond the product with respect to which a
violation has been alleged, given the
particular facts of this case, I would impose
even broader product coverage. In my view,
J. Walter Thompson relied on a clearly
flawed study in making its deceptive claims,
and it continued to make claims based on
this flawed study even after it had received
contradictory results from a more reliable
study that it had commissioned. J. Walter
Thompson also could readily transfer
deceptive test result claims to other products,
as demonstrated by the fact that J. Walter
Thompson has entered into three other
consent agreements to settle allegations that
it made deceptive claims concerning survey
or test results for three disparate products.1
Given that J. Walter Thompson’s deception
appears to have been deliberate and that its
deception readily could be transferred to
other products, see Stouffer Foods Corp., D.
9250, slip op. at 17 (Sept. 26, 1994), broader
product coverage is appropriate.
[FR Doc. 95–18954 Filed 8–1–95; 8:45 am]
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[Dkt. C–3588]

Korean Video Stores Association of
Maryland, et al.; Prohibited Trade
Practices, and Affirmative Correction
Actions

AGENCY: Federal Trade Commission.
ACTION: Consent order.

SUMMARY: In settlement of alleged
violations of federal law prohibiting
unfair acts and practices and unfair
methods of competition, this consent
order prohibits, among other things, a
Maryland based video store association
and its members from entering into any
agreement to raise, fix, or maintain
prices in the retail video tape rental
business; and requires, within 30 days,
its members to display a poster
announcing the settlement, in both
English and Korean, in their respective

stores and to publish the entire text of
the poster in three Korean-language
newspapers in the Washington, DC area.
DATES: Complaint and Order issued June
20, 1995.1

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Joseph G. Krauss, FTC/S–3627,
Washington, DC 20580. (202) 326–2713.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: On
Tuesday, April 11, 1995, there was
published in the Federal Register, 60 FR
18411, a proposed consent agreement
with analysis In the Matter of Korean
Video Stores, et al., for the purpose of
soliciting public comment.

Interested parties were given sixty
(60) days in which to submit comments,
suggestions or objections regarding the
proposed form of the order.

No comments having been received,
the Commission has ordered the
issuance of the complaint in the form
contemplated by the agreement, made
its jurisdictional findings and entered
an order to cease and desist, as set forth
in the proposed consent agreement, in
disposition of this proceeding.
(Sec. 6, 38 Stat. 721; 15 U.S.C. 46. Interprets
or applies sec. 5, 38 Stat. 719, as amended;
15 U.S.C. 45)
Benjamin I. Berman,
Acting Secretary.
[FR Doc. 95–18955 Filed 8–1–95; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 6750–01–M

[File No. 951–0024]

Summit Communications Group, Inc.,
et al.; Proposed Consent Agreement
With Analysis to Aid Public Comment

AGENCY: Federal Trade Commission.
ACTION: Proposed consent agreement.

SUMMARY: In settlement of alleged
violations of federal law prohibiting
unfair acts and practices and unfair
methods of competition, this consent
agreement, accepted subject to final
Commission approval, would prohibit,
among other things, Summit and seven
Wometco Cable TV companies from
agreeing, attempting to agree or carrying
out an agreement with any cable
television provider to allocate or divide
markets, customers, contracts or
territories for cable television service in
the incorporated and unincorporated
areas of the Georgia counties of Cobb,
Bartow, Dekalb, Walton, Gwinnett,
Fulton, Douglas, Fayette, Coweta,
Clayton, Henry, Rockdale, Newton and
Cherokee.
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